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XAVIER UNIVERSITY 
177th commencement
mAY 16, 2015
ThE STUdENT CommITmENT
We are Xavier Musketeers.  
We are unique individuals  
who come together in the spirit of  
St. Ignatius, to learn together,  
to serve together and  
we will succeed in changing  
the world together.  
We act with integrity, justice  
and generosity.  
All for one and one for all.
“This composition of our time and place embraces six billion people with their faces 
young and old, some being born and others dying, some white and many brown and 
yellow and black. Each one is a unique individual, they all aspire to live life, to use their 
talents, to support their families and care for their children and elders, to enjoy peace and 
security and to make tomorrow better. 
Thanks to science and technology, human society is able to solve problems such as feed-
ing the hungry, sheltering the homeless or developing more just conditions of life, but 
stubbornly fails to accomplish this. How can a booming economy, the most prosperous 
and global ever, still leave over half of humanity in poverty?
Injustice is rooted in a spiritual problem, and its solution requires a spiritual conversion 
of each one’s heart and a cultural conversion of our global society so that humankind, 
with all the powerful means at its disposal, might exercise the will to change the sinful 
structures afflicting our world.”
Rev. Peter-Hans Kolvenbach, S.J.
Superior General Emeritus of the Society of Jesus
Santa Clara University, October 6, 2000
Xavier Alma Mater
The Seal of Xavier University 
   
The seal of Xavier University combines three principal ideas: St. Francis Xavier, patron 
of the university; the Jesuit order of which he was a distinguished member; and the uni-
versity. The five vertical stripes suggest the coat of arms of the Xavier family. A right arm 
wearing the Jesuit robe holds aloft the crucifix, signifying St. Francis Xavier preaching 
Christ crucified. The three sea shells signify the three journeys of Xavier into the Orient. 
Above the shield is the Jesuit seal, IHS, the first three letters of the name Jesus in Greek. 
Below is the Jesuit motto, AMDG [Ad Majorem Dei Gloriam], which translates “to the 
Greater Glory of God,” and the words Vidit Mirabilia Magna, a phrase from the psalms 
applied to St. Francis Xavier, which translates “he has seen great wonders.”
1PROCESSIONAL
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
CLASS OF 1965
XAVIER UNIVERSITY FACULTY AND STAFF
ADMINISTRATION
JOHN A. ELET, S.J., SCHOLAR
Alexander Foxx
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
GRAND MARSHAL
Priscilla O’Clock, Professor, Accountancy and Business Law
PRESIDENT
Michael J. Graham, S.J.
MASTER OF CEREMONIES
Scott A. Chadwick, Provost and Chief Academic Officer
POSTING OF COLORS
Xavier University ROTC Battalion
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
Xavier University Harmon-X
INVOCATION
Karl G. Koch, 2015 Recipient of the Dorothy Day Award
PRESENTATION OF THE ST. FRANCIS XAVIER MEDAL
Gerald J. DeBrunner (posthumously), accepted by Nancy DeBrunner
William Verbryke, S.J., Presenter
PRESENTATION OF CHARLES P. GALLAGHER LEADERSHIP MEDALLION AWARD
Richard T. Farmer
Robert J. Kohlhepp, Presenter
PRESENTATION OF PAUL O’CONNOR, S.J., LEADERSHIP AWARD
Albert J. Bischoff, S.J.
Timothy J. Schroeder, Presenter
PRESENTATION OF THE DISTINGUISHED ALUMNUS AWARD
Vincent C. Caponi
Ann Finefrock Hoffman, Presenter
PRESENTATION OF MAGIS AWARD
Kevin W. Fleming
Donna Jones Baker, Presenter
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
Kevin W. Fleming
STUDENT ADDRESS
Alexander Foxx, John A. Elet, S.J., Scholar
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Scott A. Chadwick
Janice B. Walker, PhD, Dean, College of Arts and Sciences
Sister Nancy Linenkugel, OSF, DM, Interim Dean, College of Social Sciences, Health, and Education
Brian D. Till, PhD, Dean, Williams College of Business
CONFERRAL OF DEGREES
ALUMNI GREETING
Jeff Schneider, President, National Alumni Association
ALMA MATER XAVIER 
Xavier University Harmon-X
BENEDICTION
Albert J. Bischoff, S.J.
CLOSING REMARKS
Michael J. Graham, S.J.
RECESSIONAL
UNDERGRADUATE CEREMONY
2HONORS BACHELOR OF ARTS
MAY 8, 2015
Andrew John Del Bene
Henry Lawrence Farrington
Juan Gabriel Matir
Magna Cum Laude
Charles A. Rosebrough
Summa Cum Laude
Alexander James Spindler
Magna Cum Laude
HONORS BACHELOR OF ARTS-
PHILOSOPHY, POLITICS AND 
THE PUBLIC
DECEMBER 19, 2014
Laurence George Baibak
McKenzie Laree Guiver
Cum Laude
MAY 8, 2015
Kayla Nicole Boehner
Cum Laude
Amanda Elizabeth Burns
Cassandra Michelle Burns
Summa Cum Laude
Kyle Brennan Comer
Connor Michael Cook
Andrew Thomas DeCilles
Susan Theresa Draus 
Andrew Charles Dziedzic
Magna Cum Laude
Meredith Marie Lehmann Francis
Magna Cum Laude
Traci Ann Garcia
Magna Cum Laude
Karl Gregory Koch
Magna Cum Laude
Chuma Obinna Nnawulezi
Colleen Marie Reynolds
Jacob A. Tancer
Alice Trent
Cum Laude
BACHELOR OF ARTS-
UNIVERSITY SCHOLAR
AUGUST 15, 2014
Christopher Gates Lilley
Cum Laude
MAY 8, 2015
Kathleen Therese Bosse
Cum Laude
Douglas Robert Brooking
Taylor Quentin Fulkerson
Magna Cum Laude
Shannon Johnston
Cum Laude
Alexander Christian Kah
Summa Cum Laude
Andrew Peter Koch
Magna Cum Laude
Trisha Anne Makley
Cum Laude
Sarah Marie Nimmo
Magna Cum Laude
Sean Thomas O’Brien
Sean Thomas Reeves
Rachael Florence Rolfsen
Cum Laude
Elizabeth Ann Thornton
Cum Laude
Justin Jeffrey Worthing
Zachary Joseph John Paul Zvosecz
Cum Laude
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE-
UNIVERSITY SCHOLAR
DECEMBER 19, 2014
Allison Lacey Dapper
Magna Cum Laude
Katie Louise McMaster
Cum Laude
Olivia Nicole Robinson
Cum Laude
Elizabeth Sarah Zerhusen
Magna Cum Laude
MAY 8, 2015
Kaela Marie Allton
Cum Laude
Kurt William Backer
Summa Cum Laude
Michele Elizabeth Berens
Summa Cum Laude
Catherine Elise Bisher
Summa Cum Laude
Peter James Donnelly
Emily Kathleen Garrett
Summa Cum Laude
Kacie Janet Hoyt
Kortnie Kae James
Sarah Marie James
Magna Cum Laude
Grace Marie Lambert
Summa Cum Laude
Nicholas Joseph Lehan
Magna Cum Laude
Trisha Anne Makley
Cum Laude
Victoria Massaro
Madison Christine McDonald
Mark Christopher Miller
Cum Laude
Emily Jane Myers
Cum Laude
Rachael Therese Pappa
Cum Laude
Kevin David Perkins
Magna Cum Laude
Julia Lauren Peterman
Magna Cum Laude
Michael Miceli Prijatel
Cum Laude
Caitlin Elizabeth Ray
Cum Laude
David Alexander Reddy
Cum Laude
Laura Elizabeth Rees
Magna Cum Laude
Elliot Graham Rhodes
Cum Laude
John Paul Rizik
Nicholas Andrew Scheper
Kayla Ann Smith
Cum Laude
Meagan Elizabeth Wilson
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION-
UNIVERSITY SCHOLAR
DECEMBER 19, 2014
Elizabeth Anne Pohana
Magna Cum Laude
Rebecca Lynn Sandor
Cum Laude
MAY 8, 2015
Stephanie Haradon Fiorelli
Cum Laude
Alexander Foxx
Summa Cum Laude
Shawn Elizabeth Gannon
Magna Cum Laude
Katherine Marie Hopgood
Cum Laude
Jayson Mark Lerman
Magna Cum Laude
Erica Mazzoni
Cum Laude
Andrew Robert Welch
Cum Laude
Thomas Gregory Zenni
Magna Cum Laude
BACHELOR OF LIBERAL ARTS-
UNIVERSITY SCHOLAR
DECEMBER 19, 2014
Alice Marie Byrne
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
IN NURSING-UNIVERSITY 
SCHOLAR
MAY 8, 2015
Shannon Driscoll
Cum Laude
COMMUNITY-ENGAGED 
FELLOWS 
HONORS BACHELOR OF ARTS-
PHILOSOPHY, POLITICS AND 
THE PUBLIC
AUGUST 15, 2014
Owen David Raisch
BACHELOR OF ARTS
MAY 8, 2015
Michael Stephen Murray
Cum Laude
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE-
UNIVERSITY SCHOLAR
MAY 8, 2015
Sara Marie Fieger
Darci Renee Meiners
Cum Laude
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS-
UNIVERSITY SCHOLAR
DECEMBER 19, 2014
Emily Jean Boutilier
Cum Laude
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
IN NURSING-UNIVERSITY 
SCHOLAR
MAY 8, 2015
Teresa Michelle Petrozzi
Magna Cum Laude
HONORS PROGRAMS
3ASSOCIATE OF ARTS
DECEMBER 19, 2014
Teresa L. Knecht
Suzette Denise Lovcik
Marc Thomas Schworer
Linder S. Smith
MAY 8, 2015
Phillip Deramus Butler
Kevin Ira Sacks
ASSOCIATE IN SCIENCE
MAY 8, 2015
Deborah Lynn DeMasters
BACHELOR OF ARTS
AUGUST 15, 2014
Kyle Stephen Bedinghaus
Malachi Amadi Black
William Patrick Burchett
Kip Michael Cartwright
Brett James Deacy
Anthony Edward Fattore
John Benjamin Hiatt
Cum Laude
Alyssa Mary Janicki
Nikhil Jelaji
Kylor Joseph Mackey
Anna Marie Mazza
Megan Susan Parker
Griffin Patrick Reddy
Matthew G. Siegel
Claire Elizabeth Silbersack
Sydni Elizabeth Slack
Reginald DeWayne Tipton Jr.
Jordan Vawnye Coudia Joan Towns
Jason Robert Waters
Melissa Lauren White
Arletta Ann Wilson
DECEMBER 19, 2014
Courtney Elizabeth Albin
Lauren Anne Barker
Matthew Call
Doree Antonio Conley
Chad Thomas Cutter
Julise Nichele Daniel
Hanna Leigh Fellinger
Kathryn Elisabeth Geckle
Cum Laude
Manisha Shelley Kaura
Robert Brian  Kessler
Cum Laude
Patrick James Kozinski
Sarah Anne LeCroix
Jonathan Robert Male
Dylan Reed McCracken
Henry Arthur Knox Newton
Christopher Allen Pinckney
Dan Michael Priscu
Stephen Bernard Rodeheffer
Megan Lynn Stepp
Angela Rose Unger
Amara Allison Whaley
Cum Laude
MAY 8, 2015
Melissa Mary Alexander
Tory Almeta Alexander
Ali Othman Al Ohali
Margaret Mae Arney
Magna Cum Laude
Sarris Charlotte Balcerzak
Cum Laude
Samuel Aaron Banasek
Alexis Brigette Bardonner
Cum Laude
Roy Nayar Barron Gonzalez
Nicholas Gregory Bartram
Sara Lauren Celine Bediako
Laura Edwards Birckhead
Gwendolyn Margaret Aletha Brown
Juwanna Nichelle Brown
Megan Elise Browning
Cum Laude
Amanda Elizabeth Burns
Patrick Michael Cannell
Cum Laude
Gina Marie Carfagno
Ashley Javon Carter
Ryan Chambers
Ellexis Aerielle Chapman
Cum Laude
Keith Patrick Cheesman
Nicholas Tod Chesrown II
Cum Laude
Emma Cronenweth
Erin Leigh Crowley
Elizabeth Grace Daley
Madison Elaine Day
Magna Cum Laude
Marissa Kathleen Deerwester
Andrew John Del Bene
Chelsea Nicole DiMarco
Cum Laude
Susan Theresa Draus 
Sarah Terese Dulle
James Quinn Dutton
Andrew Charles Dziedzic
Magna Cum Laude
Emily Carroll Eckert
Natalie Ann Fagundo
Grant Michael Fields
Mary Grace Fitzgerald
Allyson Flesner
Zachary Darnell Fletcher
Sean Patrick Foley
Jane Frederick Fox
Meredith Marie Lehmann Francis
Magna Cum Laude
Traci Ann Garcia
Magna Cum Laude
Marques Darrien Gaston
Anne Therese Geoghegan
Dominic Vincent Geraci
Austin Brian Gill
Marie Kathleen Gladstone
Meredith Green
Matthew James Greenaway
Katie Marie Gutman
Brandon Thaddaryl Hall
McKenzie Marie Hanlon
Cum Laude
Jeremiah Alexander Harlan
Haley Anne Henseler
Christopher L. Hephner
Bradford Lee Hines
Cole Joseph Hizer
Paul James Hogue
David Carl Horton
Alexander William Jabre
Stephen Allen Jewell
Leah Mariko Kaya
Victoria Walker Kennedy
Magna Cum Laude
Abbigail Elizabeth Kinnett
Cum Laude
Erin Kathleen Kirby
Aaron Knestrict
Sarah Ann Knight
Jessica Larkin
Gregory Andrew Lech
Magna Cum Laude
Jacob Harrison Levy
Kyle Alan Light
Natalie Paige Lindsey
Michael Chien-Kung Masato Louis
Christopher Michael Mangione
Allison Marie Martin
Juan Gabriel Martir
Magna Cum Laude
Amanda Kathleen Martis
Michael Patrick McCullough
Eleanor Rae McFarland
Cum Laude
Samuel Johnson McGee
Kiernan McGeehan
Melissa McLeod
Sean P. McMahon
Jennifer Marie Mendoza
Jacob Ryan Mercer
Richard Russell Meyer
Cum Laude
Abby Mullins
Monica Ivette Nava Garcia
Peter Nevers
Kaitlin Rae O’Connor
Magna Cum Laude
Claire Marie Paschen
Allison Amanda Perez-Valle
Cum Laude
Briana Julia Piedra
Cum Laude
Nicholas Francis Pranger
Katelyn Elizabeth Price
Martha Chase Reckers
Katerina Anastasia Rengepes
Colleen Marie Reynolds
Rachael Christine Rode
Cum Laude
Benjamin David Rodick
Bridgett Joselline Rodriguez-Leon
Lydia Rosa Rogers
Cum Laude
Victoria Lynn Rowley
Victoria Leigh Angela Sabato
Summa Cum Laude
James Lucas Schafer
Daniel Schoen
Alexander Ray Schulz
Cum Laude
Charlotte Elizabeth Shanahan
Montgomery Wyeth Sloat
Elizabeth Anne Slocum
Kelly Lynn Smith
Magna Cum Laude
Suzanne Victoria Smith
Juanita Soto
Alexander James Spindler
Magna Cum Laude
Emily Ann Spring
Cum Laude
THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Janice B. Walker, PhD, Dean 
4Amanda Conway Stansfield
Magna Cum Laude
Nicole Steffan
Walker Sullivan
Katelyn Summers
Devin Sutton
Jonathan Corbett Sydeski
Peter Johann Sylvain
Andrew Thomas Tanner
Jerron W. Taylor
Alice Trent
Cum Laude
Victoria Mary Tucci
Campbell Ann Tuel 
Evan Carl Weaver
Logan Alexander Wegmeyer
Sean William Weisgerber
Cum Laude
Ross William Wickstrom
Casey Levi Worth
Caroline Mary Wydysh
Alana Kay Yurczyk
Savanna Maria Zappasodi
Ashley Elisabeth Zeller
Corey Matthew Zielinski
Magna Cum Laude
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
AUGUST 15, 2014
Matthew Joseph Bittner
Joshua Timothy Brackman
James Gregory Flexter
Andrew Michael Martini
DECEMBER 19, 2014
J. Ivan Nalzaro Coronel
Joseph Tyler Dahl
Anne Kathleen Hobson
Cum Laude
Robert Kershner Knetsche
Holly Nicole Laub
Magna Cum Laude
Brian James McNeill
Dillon James Morris
Adam James O’Toole
Patrick Stephen Riedy
Cum Laude
Christine Louise Schlafly
Cum Laude
MAY 8, 2015
John Edward Albers III
Christopher Thomas Anglin
Magna Cum Laude
Blake Thomas Barlow
Magna Cum Laude
Madisynn Alyse Beckett
Lucas Gabriel Beven
Michael Gustav Bolcas
Alexa Rae Bolin
Magna Cum Laude
Ian Peter Borczon
Carl Fouad Bou-Abboud
Marc Bou-Abboud
Kaitlyn Marie Brown
Emily Margaret Cata
Magna Cum Laude
Kristin MacKenzie Clark
Cum Laude
Troy Michael Coberley
Cum Laude
Kathleen Wendel Copp
Magna Cum Laude
Jillian Nicole Cowan
Cum Laude
Calyn Michele Crawford
Cum Laude
Briana Whitney Davis
John Michael Duchak IV
Magna Cum Laude
Emery Ausbon Edmondson
Cum Laude
Nateka Aschante Faison
Anne Elizabeth Farwick
Magna Cum Laude
Veronica Tinuke Fatoyinbo
Kyle Walter Ferchen
Magna Cum Laude
M’Kai Bernadette Folley
Florence M. Fournier
Cum Laude
Madilyn Marie Lailonie Gemmer
Austin Story Glascoe
Madeline Ruth Habel
Cum Laude
Dushawn Raheem Harley
Cum Laude
Chelsea Marie Heffron
Cum Laude
Donovan Michael Herbert
Cum Laude
Lauren Elizabeth Holt
Magna Cum Laude
Lindsey Elizabeth Howard
Magna Cum Laude
Adnan Ilyas
Emil Leonard Jackson
Michael Martin Jerge
Kayla Faith Johnson
Matthew Warren Jones
Magna Cum Laude
Trey Anthony Smith-Journigan
James Francis Kelly
Cum Laude
Kamille Margaret Kemp
Aristide Kilundu
Kelly Maria Kleier
Samuel Turner Knight
Michael Joseph Kulmoski III
Magna Cum Laude
Jamal M. Labani
Adam Joseph Lamb
Eric Gregory Lamping
Robert Andrew Link
Summa Cum Laude
Matthew Ryan Lochmueller
Kaitlyn Lenae McBride
Cum Laude
Aaron Wendell McPheters
Magna Cum Laude
John Victor Means
Cum Laude
Samuel Louis Merritt
Alexandra Ann Milliken
Claire Rose Modic
Cum Laude
Matthew Alexander Monterosso
Alexandra Mueller
David Nafziger
Samuel Patrick Nelson
Cum Laude
Donald Edward Norman III
William F. O’Meara IV
Adrian Bright Oppong
Matthew Philip Orlando
Cum Laude
Allison Liberty Pairan
Anish Shashikant Patel
Daniella Maria Patton
Cum Laude
Michael Daniel Patton
Charles Dean Pfister
William Bradley Allen Piper
Rachel Jamae Plaugher
Nicholas Francis Pranger
John David Puckett
Ian James Cleo Purvis
Tanya Rana
Cum Laude
Madalyn Dale Robbins
Cum Laude
Alexzandra Amelia Rudinoff
Magna Cum Laude
Patrick Russell Ryan
Michael Melvin Santry
Timothy Luke Shouvlin
Caroline Rose Shrum
Rahn William Simon
Angela Mary Sims
Malia Paige Smolenski
Ankit Kumar Srivastava
Cum Laude
Jacob David Stapleton
Owen James Steinwall
Daniel Patrick Stickel
Lauren Stock
Lindsey Ellen Totten
Emily Shannon Vogel
Evan Carl Weaver
Chandler Dale Wenninger
Jessica Lorriane Wolfe
Teigen Patrick Young
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
MAY 8, 2015
Katelyn Marie Hautman
Magna Cum Laude
Lauryn Olivia King
Jaime Marie Defazzio Moreno
Robert Alan Whitacre
BACHELOR OF LIBERAL ARTS
AUGUST 15, 2014
Elliott John Blodgett
Brittany Marie Boling
Kelly Marie Estergall
Tyree LaMonte Fields
Ryan Scott Hoefer
Alexander Rex Horan
J. Jacob Reinert
Charlene Claire Schmaltz
Miranda Lynn Smith
Laura Jo Sundrup
DECEMBER 19, 2014
John Michael Abney-Benson
Justin Shahanne Almodovar
Veronica Elese Barker
Aisha Marie Butler
Aisha Davis
Steven Ryan Derbyshire
Cassandra Marie Diehl
Madeleine Marie Fessler
5Hannah Marie French
Derick James Heaton
Amanda Mary-Catherine Johns
William Michael Kirn
Sarah Marie Koch
Kleophaus Nicholas Livingston
Susan Marie Lucas
Andrew Frederick Mitchell
Chris Pankau
Amy Marie Rone
Magna Cum Laude
Scott Joseph Salmon
Cum Laude
Dawn M. Sherrill
Edwin James Spialek
Joseph Neil Trainer
Julia Ariel Tucker
Jennifer Jo Warner
Magna Cum Laude
Brandi Michelle Wilkins
Nina Renee Yisrael
MAY 8, 2015
Laura Marie Bachmeyer
Cum Laude
Lindsey Ann Barnhart
Jaime Michelle Beck
Cum Laude
Jennifer Lynn Adelaide Davis Blum
Destini Devri Burns Bond
Blair Ann Millicent Brauch
John Gerard Brezine
Samone Cherie Brown
Wayman J. Brown
Shawn N. Bryce
Sharon Kay Carmean 
Kelly Anne Carucci
Selby Tatenda Chidemo
Darwin Henson Davis Jr.
Tonya Rochelle Dumas
Sarah R. Emison
Cum Laude
Jermain Wesley Graham Sr.
Howard Edward Grant
Geno Jamel Griffith
Courtney Alana Hackworth
Susan Lynn Hall
Zeferino Hernandez
Alexander Paul Huff
Jack R. James
Yolanda M. Johnson
Mustafa Zaki Khalid
Katlyn Marie Klare
Elizabeth Shea Knisley
Emi Kojima
Elizabeth Rose Krach
Sylvia Danielle Miller
Queen-Janika Shanay Maria Mitchem
Brian Colby Moore
Steven Christopher Muldrow
Shannon Marie Oder
Martin Medgar Odom
Knoell Ward Palmer
Joshua Daniel Rentz
Abigail Reid Smith
Emily Ann Snyder
Joy Lee Spadaro
Oressa Springs
Sean M. Stahley
Cassie Erin Stevens
McKenzie Ryann Stevens
Dakota Robert Strugarek
Sariah Suryadevara
Terry Lynne Terrell
Rodney L. Trueblood
Peter Michael Wilks
Elizabeth Rachel Witter
Paula Jean Jurewicz Wolf
Parthenia Wynn
Bevin Rae Yenderusiak
THE COLLEGE OF SOCIAL SCIENCES, HEALTH, AND EDUCATION
Sister Nancy Linenkugel, OSF, DM, Interim Dean
ASSOCIATE IN SCIENCE
AUGUST 15, 2014
Alexandra Gisele Hebert
MAY 8, 2015
Katelyn Lauree Allen
Jaime Michelle Beck
With Honor
Allison Rose Blankenship
Christine Amber Held
BreAnna Louise Henry
Marisa Christine Horn
Samantha Lee Huentelman
Lauren Lindsey Kayse
Elizabeth Rose Krach
Angela Rose Malizzio
Shannon Marie Oder
Kimberly J. Rasnake
With High Honor
Sara Elizabeth Sheridan
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
AUGUST 15, 2014
Gregory Joseph Bogan
Mckenzie Danielle Burns
Cum Laude
Jacques Adore Chansavang
Arianna Elise Dunn
Ashley Kay Hollingsworth
Scott Graham Klever
Jacob Joseph Koch
Christopher Michael Lachat
Lina Paola Lopez
Sarah Ann Lusby
Stephanie Ann Meyers
Carlos Diego Valdez
Sarah Michelle Watson
DECEMBER 19, 2014
Fana Hailu Abraha
Alexander Mark Baumgart
Jennifer Lynne Bentivegna
Jennifer Lynn Bruns
Amanda Chuatico Espaldon
Rachael Helene Fox
Nina Alexandra Frondorf
Victoria Simone Green
Lindsey Michelle Humphreys
Christina Maria Kander
Alex William Kraft
Paul Moffatt Kuhn
Cum Laude
Joseph Patrick Lieser
Kelsey Jaworski McCarty
Magna Cum Laude
Claire Regina McMahon
Diana Marie Monahan
Cum Laude
Katelyn Renee Palsgrove
Rebecca Marie Riegler
MAY 8, 2015
Frederick Abunku
Cameron O’Hagan Alexander
Adam Michael Allinder
Landen Eric Amos
Alexis Marie Antoskiewicz
Sarah Nicole Anuszkiewicz
Raya Marie Armstrong
Ashley Rebecca Arnold
Nicole Marie Ashcraft
Austin Ray Bazilio
Leonard Wayne Beck IV
Grace Margaret Bedell
Cum Laude
Jason William Berling
Cum Laude
Megan Elisabeth Berter
Julia Ellen Biernat
William Anthony Bittman
Joseph Anthony Brosky III
Sarah Ann Brown
Connor James Buchholz
Megan Anne Burgasser
Cum Laude
Rebecca Leigh Burkot
Cum Laude
Elizabeth Clara CaJacob
Cum Laude
Ashley Javon Carter
Alexis Morphia Christakis
Richard Anthony Chunnic
Kelly Anne Clancy
Magna Cum Laude
Katelyn Clouser
Cum Laude
Adedigba Akanni Coker
Nathaniel Buckley Cook
Emily Lou Cordle
William Otis Crabtree
Sarah Marie Craig
Jenna Alexis Crittendon
David Joseph Cunningham
Bridget Claire Daley
Olivia Leigh Daley
Allison Nicole Dardinger
Carly Anna Davis
Evan Desiderio
Taylor Marie Deyerling
Magna Cum Laude
Laura Elizabeth Dick
Eric Gerald Dirvin
Joseph Christopher DiTullio
6Robert Charles Doerger
Mary Grace Driscoll
Andrew Paul DuBois
Cum Laude
Colleen Elizabeth Earley
Julia Christine Farina
Emily Suzanne Farmer
Cum Laude
Matthew Fenyn
John O’Donnell FitzGerald
Akayla Renee Floyd
Lacy Nicole Fox
Sarah Christian Fox
Karly Ann Gade
Victoria Marie Gall
Mark Anthony Gardon II
Nathaniel Scott Garrett
Emelie Christina Gatti
Sarah Elizabeth Gibson
Cooper John Gillogly
Elizabeth Calder Goold
Cum Laude
Jacob Reagan Gordon
Cum Laude
Margaret Moeller Graham
Rachel Marie Grein
Rebecca Catherine Griesmer
Melissa Marie Gruden
Ciarra Alis Guthrie
Rachel Rose Hackle
Cum Laude
DarJanae Cariel Hall
Ross Jeffrey Haller
Cum Laude
Patrick Daniel Hamelberg
Julia Hansen
Cum Laude
Allison Elizabeth Hart
Alex Michelle Heekin
Kathleen Grace Helmstetter
Allison Ann Henkel
Bridget Katherine Hill
Jaclynn Grace Hipp
Cum Laude
Jeffrey Aaron Hyde
Cum Laude
Elisabeth Ann Jasina
Solimar Marie Jimenez
Kelsie Marie Johns
Madeline Rose Judge
Jacob Gene Judy
Julia Rose Kanitz
Jasleen Kaur
Cum Laude
Samira Renee R. Keener
Kaitlin Elizabeth Kelly
Emily Janay Kuhn
Lauren Marie Lacey
Alexander Michael Land
Tat’yana V. Lavrinenko
Summa Cum Laude
Erin Elizabeth Lawless
Cum Laude
Alexandra Michaeline Layton
Kelsey Kathryn Lee
Magna Cum Laude
Rebecca Marie Longville
Cum Laude
Alyssa Lea Lucas
Cum Laude
Jack Morrissey Maloney
Katherine Clare Markesbery
Cum Laude
Laura Reckler Marklein
Michael Joseph Marmonti
Stuart Ian Martin
Jonathan Andrew McGranahan
Megan Eileen McPhillips
Jacklyn Pauline Meyer
Rachel Marie Minning
Cum Laude
Jaclyn Marie Mortillaro
Andrew David Neuman
Christopher Timothy Nolan
Alexia Lauren Ohnemus
Magna Cum Laude
RyAnne Veronica Palacios Camacho
Robert I. Park
Magna Cum Laude
Paige Autumn Patrick
Cum Laude
Grace Marie Pinns
Meghan Elizabeth Pollock
Cum Laude
Alexis Rae Price
Cum Laude
Daniel Joseph Przeniczny
Schaedler Thompson Pupp
Jeree S. Reese-Geter
Michelle Ann Roach
Crista Marina Rosborough
Jennifer Lynn Rosenacker
Paige Brittani Rost
Samantha Esther Roth
Cum Laude
Katherine Michelle Russin
Alexandra Jean Scarr
Cum Laude
Samantha Lynn Schlett
Cum Laude
Ashley Nicole Schneider
Cum Laude
Tyler Coleman Skeens
Andrew Joseph Snyder
Elisabeth Spadaro
Paul James Spicuzza
Cum Laude
Laney Kathleen Sportsman
Magna Cum Laude
Chelsea Marie Staples
Carolyn Elizabeth Stewart
Abby Lu Swartz
Cum Laude
Jessica Richelle Taylor
Magna Cum Laude
Emily Sheehan Theobald
Cum Laude
Regina Witcher Thrasher
Alyssa Rose Tindal
Conor Patrick Tobin
Brian Edward Trautman
Casey Terrell Troutman
Megan Claire Tsangaris
Magna Cum Laude
Jay Russel Hiett Umble
Jordan Kallay Urbanek
Jacob Lee Vierling
Corry Camille Wagner
Summa Cum Laude
Mara Kathryn Wagner
Cum Laude
Kelsey Mae Walters
Bryan Mark Walther
Cum Laude
Thomas Frederick Ward
Emily Victoria Webber
Emily Elizabeth Wellbrock
Kaitlin Elizabeth Whelan
Brad Philip White
Lauren Marie Wood
Margaret Alice Woods
Cum Laude
Kendall  Wulfeck
Melissa Ann Yakubik
Cum Laude
Stephanie Marie Young
Cum Laude
BACHELOR OF LIBERAL ARTS
AUGUST 15, 2014
Anne Therese Renzi
DECEMBER 19, 2014
Kathryn Evelyn Aronson
Emily Kathryn Blessing
Amy Rose Botos
Cum Laude
Elizabeth Anne Bowers
Kelly Elizabeth Cassidy
Colleen Louise Colvin
Emily Nicole Dragoo
Rachel Anne Flum
Elise Michelle Frein
Hillary Suzanne Fritz
Summa Cum Laude
Kelly Marie Garman
Chelsea Ann Geiger
Cum Laude
Megan Rose Gossen
Lauren Elizabeth Heft
Megan Elizabeth Hostetler
Margaret Koncar
Cum Laude
Andrew Richard Lonneman
Cum Laude
Edward Anthony Lucia
Lindsey Alise Martindale
Cum Laude
Kelly Marie O’Dell
Cum Laude
Elizabeth Anne Reilly
Cum Laude
Emily Jane Riepenhoff
Alexandra Marie Ruhl
Julia Catherine Shaw
Cum Laude
Katherine Elizabeth Slavik
Jillian Dyan Smith
Summa Cum Laude
Kelsey Elizabeth Sutika
Cum Laude
Kylie Shannon Tayerle
Cum Laude
Shannon Marie Thomas
Cum Laude
Amanda Tittle
Kathryn Elizabeth Wallace
Julianne Michelle Werner
Magna Cum Laude
Kelly Ann Westerkamp
Cum Laude
Sarah Ann Willin
7Karlie Ann Wurm
Cum Laude
MAY 8, 2015
Lauren Elizabeth Metzger
Samantha Marie Stricker
Jenna MacKenzie Weber
Magna Cum Laude
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE  
IN NURSING
DECEMBER 19, 2014
Roy Christopher Brines
MAY 8, 2015
Emily Louise Ball
Kayla Marie Barker
Magna Cum Laude
Mary Joanne Bedell
Samantha Marie Birchfield
Jordan Nicole Bittengle
Alana Stephanie Brown
Jessica Renee Bruggeman
Mary Elizabeth Burger
Magna Cum Laude
Lexi Ann Calvelage
Cum Laude
Diana Joy Chadwick
Hollis Morgan Conners
Jessica Lynn Cooper
Colleen E. Corcoran
Julie Therese Dydo
Summa Cum Laude
Abigail Elizabeth Engel
Meghan Barbara Fogarty
Christian David Foisy
Mary Elizabeth Franke
Cum Laude
Isabel Ann Galligani
Magna Cum Laude
Ann Marie Gergley
Lauren Nicole Gieske
Kathryn Eileen Gillespie
Magna Cum Laude
Daniela Maria Giorgione
Maria Ann Gonzalez
Michelle Rose Gordon
Magna Cum Laude
Mallory Rose Griffin
Abby Lynn Grimes
Meghan Elizabeth Grinsted
Stephanie Renee Hankish
Rebecka Susan Hartman
Cum Laude
Jonathan Michael Haviley
Cum Laude
Deirdre Heffernan
Alli Rebecca Hehemann
Meaghan Marie Heilman
Meghan Christine Higley
Mary Frances Hodge
Bridget Marie Hoffman
Josephine Diane Holmes
Olivia Catherine Lopata
Rebecca Morgan Lynch
Brenna Marie Marincic
Adam Michael Marotta
Cum Laude
Rebecca Rose Meese
Cum Laude
Taylor Nicole Miller
Cum Laude
Sarah Elizabeth Moore
Brittany Ann Morguelan
Cum Laude
Alayna Marie Morman
Magna Cum Laude
Elizabeth Patricia Morris
Magna Cum Laude
Cara Marie Norton
Cum Laude
Sara Ruth Oberjohann
Jennifer Lynn Paxton
Andrea Peeler
Kathleen Marie Pember
Cum Laude
Michelle Ann Peterman
Kelsey Marie Powers
Audrey Lane Ramos
Magna Cum Laude
Mary Elizabeth Reeder
Cum Laude
Lindsay Nichole Richard
Cum Laude
Connor Steven Richards
Julia Tingting Rudolph
Katherine Elizabeth Sabetta
Cum Laude
Claire Corinne Schwieterman
Margaret Odilia Schwieterman
Amber Ruth Spanos
Emily Rebekah Staresinic
Cum Laude
Samantha Sylar Strain
Kristen Michelle Thomas
Cum Laude
Megan Quinn Titcomb
Abigail Elizabeth Walsh
Cum Laude
Sarah Lenita Witte
Timothy Joseph Young
Cum Laude
Breanne Kellie Zavoda
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE  
IN SOCIAL WORK
AUGUST 15, 2014
Kathryn Elaine Kolp
Christopher Michael Sutton
MAY 8, 2015
Kathryn Mariah Barry
Kelsey Lynn Barry
Samantha Ellen Courteau
Cum Laude
Lauren Elizabeth Doyle
Magna Cum Laude
Hanna Marie Galloway
Parey Grace Haines
Hailey Lauren Hanna
Lesley Ann Harsila
Teresa McCafferty
Katherine Elizabeth Merriott
Kelsey Elyse Michel
Jessica Mary Nekl
Magna Cum Laude
Sarah Joan Norton
Megan Kathleen Richter
Magna Cum Laude
Katherine Virginia Schad
Reid Thomas Schultheis
Summa Cum Laude
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
AUGUST 15, 2014
Matthew Daniel Austria
Christian Allen Brondon
Robert James Corritore
Michael Evan Crandall
Mark Christian Feil
Kyle Scott Getzen
Lauren Ashley Glines
Matthew Robert Gross
Alexandra Katherine James
Christen Loren Johnson
Rocio Juarez Jimenez
Michael Peter Lahni
Davis Andell Lara
Magna Cum Laude
Ronald Paul Liebau
Alex Joseph Luzar
Cum Laude
William Malone
Glenna Alma McCarthy
Mesa Mei
Reilly Moore
Mon’trel Mychael Anthony Myrick
Sean Michael Potts
Alexander Bruce Rippe
Olivia Taylor Shutey
Christian Ford VanDenBosch
Zachary Michael Winner
DECEMBER 19, 2014
James Anthony Bax III
Magna Cum Laude
Meredith Anne Beals
John Michael Brennan
Grace H. Chung
Christopher Stanley Harris
Regina Harris
Natalie Estrella Huezo
Yuki Kato
Hillary Faith Keller
Ian Nicholas Kerr
Robert Brian Kessler
Cum Laude
Joshua Daniel Lamb
Cum Laude
Josephine Achieng Lando
Javier Andres Lopez Ruiz
Magna Cum Laude
Rachel Marie Marino
Cum Laude
Amanda Ashley Mason
THE WILLIAMS COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
Brian D. Till, PhD, Dean
8Eric Osswald
Antonio Rashawn Ramsey
Kathleen Aubrey Rossmann
Tyler Lee Saxton
Brian Seage
Gabriela Mercedes Serrano Veras
Chen Shi
Alexander Shore
Bo Howard Slemons
Kyle W. Taylor
Grant Matthew Thobe
Todd Andrew Vokas
Cum Laude
William Robert Walker
Cum Laude
Della Frances Wilz
Anna Kelley Wood
Amy Elizabeth Zanetis
Lu Zuo
Magna Cum Laude
MAY 8, 2015
Barrett Preston Albrecht
Shelby Renee Alig
Destiny Monet Allen
Fahad Abdullah F Alshabramy
Angeline Anusha Ashok
Stephen Michael Atwill
Seongjun Bae
Sankun Jim Barjolo
Allison Elizabeth Bauer
Summa Cum Laude
Daniel Louis Bauslaugh
Rease Talmage Baustien
John M. Becker
Troy Alexander Beebe
Magna Cum Laude
Desiree Kayra Lynn Belew
Jonathan Keena Bell
Alexander Michael Benz
Jonas Schrand Bieliauskas
Jacob Scott Bodner
Shelby Jean Bohannon
Magna Cum Laude
Robert E. Brand
Daniel Joseph Brown
Cum Laude
Quinn Patrick Buck
Katelyn Buckman
John Ludwig Burger
Cum Laude
Richard Francis Burke III
James Edward Burwinkel
Sean Patrick Campbell
Kelly Anne Carns
Mariluz Carrillo
Patrick Vincent Carroll
Alan Cheung
Jennifer Cheung
Carter Mason Clark
Benjamin Alexander Cloutier
Joseph Emmanuel Colak
Alejandro Luis Colon Cintron
Braden James Conway
Christian Stanton Conway
John Patrick Coogan 
Stephen McGrath Coulter
William Charles Cunningham
William Kenney Curtis
Magna Cum Laude
Benjamin Steven Danker
Jasmine Shelae’ Davis
Teya Joi Deleveaux
Ana Carolina Diaz
Cara Ann Dibble
Robert B. Dickison
David Nicholas DiFiore
Shane Dixon
Michael William Dolunt
Christopher J. Due
Colin Alan Dunning
Nicholas James Durante
Cum Laude
Benjamin Thomas Durham
Kevin Jacob Easley
Lorie Ebanga
Cum Laude
Charles Stephen Eberhardt III
Rabecca Lynn Eberhart
Thomas William Echelmeyer
Thomas Lloyd Edney
Lauren W. Eicher
Eric Robert Ellerhorst
Andrew Raymond Eppinger
Mariah Deneen Fambro
Travis Lee Fannin
Cum Laude
Joshua David Finamore
Mark Edward Finlan
Nolan Andrew Finnegan
Peter Derek Fletcher
Caitlin Erin Follen
Summa Cum Laude
Trever Joseph Ford
Jeffrey Scott Foreman II
Joseph Wayne Forney II
Cum Laude
Scott Anthony Fullenkamp
Cum Laude
Alexander Christian Fusting
Magna Cum Laude
Maria Nicole Gallagher
Braden John Garner
Madeline Josefina Garza
Kristopher Jon Glavan
Meredith Gleichert
Caton Elizabeth Gomillion
Michael Dilbert Gordon
Summa Cum Laude
Ryan Conrad Grad
Cum Laude
Kimberly S. Grant
Eric Robertson Greene
Christopher Beverley Guerriero
Cum Laude
Alexandra Clare Haar
David Laurence Hagerty
Russell E Hairston Jr.
Garrett Alexander Halfhill
Cum Laude
Adam Nicholas Hall
Kelsey Victoria Hanrahan
Katherine Morgan Harris
Derek Michael Hasenbeck
Stephen Prey Haughney
Cum Laude
Anthony William Heckle
Nicholas James Henrichs 
Rebecca Ann Henry
Caroline Carmen Herd
Casey Scott Hilder
Elizabeth Lauren Hill
Matthew Hill
Magna Cum Laude
Christopher Horner
Paul Martin T. Infante
Duhann Jacobs
James John Janisse Jr.
Cum Laude
Colton Michael Janzen
Zachariah August Johnson
Cum Laude
Brian Robert Johnston
Javan Tyler Jones
John Edward Jones II
Andrew Jordan
Cum Laude
Jamie Elizabeth Kabbes
Caroline Mae Kennedy
Magna Cum Laude
Alex Kerstetter
Kelsey S. Kirkegaard
David Zicari Kloosterboer
Kevin Patrick Kokolus
John Michael Kolibab
Ryan D. Konstanzer
Magna Cum Laude
Hayley Elizabeth Krach
Spencer Anthony Kuchan
Claire Marie Laipple
Ryan Michael Lamping
Sarah K. Leitch
Adam John Liddell
Cum Laude
June Choi Fung Lim
Summa Cum Laude
Joseph Patrick Linginfelter
Cum Laude
Vincent Longton
James Stanley Luy
Monay Austin Mack
Colleen Elizabeth Mahoney
Cum Laude
Luke Joseph Markert
William Joseph Allen Marting
Cum Laude
Timothy Edward Mazies
Joseph T. McGrath
Devin James Mestemaker
Njeri Migwe
Cum Laude
Wambui Migwe
Cum Laude
Michael Patrick Milo
Jacquelyn Mary Misanik
Stefan Michael Modic
Michael Alexander Moe
Bilal Abdulkader Mohammed
Aaron Thomas Moore
Patrick Charles Mueller
William Robert Muething
Zachary Nathan Nadeau
Suubi Nambwayo
Matthew Jacob Nania
Cum Laude
Connor J. Neme
Cullan Edward O’Brien
Nathan Foley O’Brien
Summa Cum Laude
Lauren Morgan O’Donnell
Craig Michael Oleksy Jr.
Farrell Anne O’Malley
9Rafael Ortiz III
Magna Cum Laude
William Evan Oswald
Magna Cum Laude
Joseph Emerson Palmer
Taylor Lynn Paquet
Shane Alexander Patterson
Jack Anhony Patton
Tara Jane Paugh
Cum Laude
Angel Perez III
Natalie Ann Peterinelli
Kristin Skeen Pferdmenges
Timothy Edward Pietraniec
Robert Charles Pinkalla
Maximillian Laurence Poe
Andrew Campbell Porter
Sheng Qi
Blake Justin Quaiyoom
Gabrielle Annay Rahming
Michael Alan Ramsey
Bradley Joseph Rapking
Casey Jane Reagan
Peter R. Richards
Jocelyn Anne Rizzo
Magna Cum Laude
Jerome Daniel Roettgers
Cum Laude
Michael Raul Rosado
Sarah Moreland Rothenberg
Katherine Maritza Ruh
Magna Cum Laude
Haley Ann Rust
Christopher Michael Ryan
Julia Corinne Salyers
Matthew Lockwood Santangelo
Amanda Peixinho Sapata
Nicholas James Sauer
Daniel Schirmer
Katherine Schweer
Summa Cum Laude
James Leroy Scott III
Aubree Jo Smith
James Matthew Smogor
Garrett Clayton Spore
Jared William Springman
Timothy Michael Steen
Eric Michael Stiene
Brandon Keith Sturgeon
Ashley Nahtael Sylvester
Timothy Talty
Timothy Joseph Tomaszewski
Mark Kenneth Vangsness
Erin Elizabeth Vannatta
Robert Peter Vargo
Kevin Michael Vermilyea
Alyssa Nicole Virgin
Tuan Tri Vu
Tabbytha Vachelle Walker
Korey Christropher Ward
Cum Laude
Collin Matthew Webb
Michelle Danielle Webb
Barrett Matthew Weckel
Elizabeth Armstrong Wendling
Alex Patrick Westrick
Adam Robert Wieland
Andrew Stephen Wimberg
Daniel Lee Wolff Jr.
Shawn Michael Wolf-Lewis
Olivia Joan Zick
Gerald J. DeBrunner 
Gerald DeBrunner had a humble upbringing in Norwood, Ohio, where he worked as a caddy and saved money for college. After receiving 
an accounting degree in 1959 from Xavier, he went to work as a staff accountant at Deloitte. He rose quickly through the ranks, eventually 
becoming vice chairman and regional managing partner of Deloitte, which provides tax, auditing and other services around the world. 
After retiring, DeBrunner remained active with the University, serving on the Board of Advisors to the Department of Accountancy 
and on the Board of Executive Advisors to the Williams College of Business, where he also was an Executive in Residence. In addition, 
he served on the University’s Board of Trustees for 20 years and chaired two presidential search committees. He was awarded Xavier’s 
Distinguished Alumnus Award and inducted into the Williams College of Business Alumni Hall of Fame. 
DeBrunner was 75 when he died in March 2013. In his obituary, he was described as a man who built his life around two simple ideas: 
Do good deeds, and don’t make a fuss about doing good deeds. Apparently, he succeeded on both counts. DeBrunner was a mentor 
and friend to students, a contributor to charities, and a long-time volunteer for Xavier, Ursuline Academy, Purcell Marian High School, 
Good Shepherd Parish, Cincinnati’s Downtown Council and many other organizations.
Despite his extensive volunteer work, DeBrunner rarely talked about it. According to family members, his words to live by were from a 
favorite old German saying: “Eigenlob stinkt.” “Self-praise stinks.”
“He never was showy. He was very humble,” said his daughter, Mary DeBrunner, of Chicago, in his obituary. 
Though he excelled at work, he was also devoted to his wife, Nancy, and their five children. When DeBrunner was asked to manage the 
Chicago office, he drove home every weekend to be with his family. After eight months, he returned to Cincinnati for good. He was 
a serious person, but he knew how to have fun, too. He loved taking his children and 13 grandchildren to Cincinnati Reds games or 
Xavier basketball games. And he was just as likely to be found on the couch playing Angry Birds on his iPhone as he was to be reading 
The Wall Street Journal. 
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CHARLES P. GALLAGHER LEADERSHIP MEDALLION AWARD
PAUL O’CONNOR, S.J., LEADERSHIP AWARD
Richard T. Farmer
As the founder and chairman emeritus of Cintas Corporation, Richard T. Farmer has created and guided a dynamic company that today 
is the largest in its industry and was recently named by Fortune magazine as “America’s Most Admired Company” in the Diversified 
Outsourced Service category. Both Cintas and Farmer had humble beginnings. He graduated from Miami University of Ohio in 1956, 
received an honorable discharged from the Marine Corps in 1958 and joined the family business as a sales representative, working his way 
up to company president. In 1968, he left to test a new concept involving unique fabrics and processing systems which revolutionized the 
industry. The new company, Satellite Corporation, was so successful that it acquired the family business and become Cintas Corporation 
in the mid-1970s. The company has since grown to over $4.5 billion in revenue, due in large part to the corporate culture Farmer built 
of innovation, professionalism and exceeding expectations. 
Throughout his career, Farmer has also been active in professional, corporate and civic endeavors. He is a member of the Chief Executives 
Organization, the World Presidents’ Organization, the Commercial Club and the Commonwealth Club. He’s also chairman of the Board of 
Visitors at the Farmer School of Business at Miami University and is a former member of the Cincinnati Business Committee, the Business 
Advisory Council at Miami University, the American Society of Corporate Executives and former chair of the Cincinnati Chapter of 
the Young Presidents’ Organization. He is also a former director for Fifth Third Bancorp, the Lindner Center for Research & Education, 
Bethesda Inc., Safety-Kleen Corp., Bowne Inc., Home Federal Savings & Loan, Midwest Income Investment Company and Eagle Picher 
Industries Inc., chairman of the board of Miami University, and a three-term director of the Uniform & Textile Services Association. 
Farmer was inducted into the Greater Cincinnati Business Hall of Fame in 1996 and was honored as Ernst & Young’s Entrepreneur of the 
Year in 1995. In 2010, Farmer was honored by the Cincinnati USA Regional Chamber as a Great Living Cincinnatian and was honored 
as a Distinguished Veteran by the USO. Other honors include being being awarded Doctor of Laws degrees from Miami University and 
Xavier University, CEO of the Year awards from Financial World Magazine in 1994 and 1995, and 1992’s Executive of the Year Award from 
Sales and Marketing Executives Cincinnati. In 1999, United Way awarding him the Alexis de Tocqueville Society Award.
Farmer and his wife, Joyce Barnes, married in 1957 and have three children, 10 grandchildren and one great-grandchild. Their Farmer 
Family Foundation has provided grants and pledges to hundreds of organizations.
Albert J. Bischoff, S.J.
The Rev. Albert Bischoff, S.J., was born in Cincinnati and grew up on the west side of Vine Street in an area that his family called the 
Holy Hill. After graduating from Xavier University in 1949, he taught for a year at Fayetteville High School in Brown County, Ohio. He 
then entered the Seminary in Norwood and was ordained in 1956. Thereafter he served as a teacher at Elder High School, as director of 
retreats and as co-pastor of St. Margaret Mary Church in North College Hill.
In 1979, Bischoff left the Archdiocese and entered the Society of Jesus. Since entering the Jesuits, he has served as Catholic pastor at 
Augustana College, a Lutheran School in Rock Island, Ill., and was rector for the Jesuit Community at Brebeuf Jesuit Preparatory School 
in Indianapolis. Seventeen years ago, he returned to Xavier and has lived in Husman Hall as chaplain for Husman’s 275 resident students. 
He delights in his role there, where he has the reputation of being a good listener. Building trust, he explains, is among the most important 
of pastoral principles.
“God trusted us so much,” he says, “that he became one of us in Jesus.” And that’s what he seeks to establish within the residence hall—a 
Jesuit community—in all of his interactions.
A simple, compassionate man who delights in telling stories which reveal the presence of God in people’s lives, Bischoff has been described 
as an “old shoe.” Faith-filled and young at heart, he lets it be known that we are all “saints,” as he so lovingly calls everyone he encounters. 
He notes that in Paul’s letter to the Colossians, Paul writes, “You are God’s chosen ones, holy and beloved, his saints.” So, he states, “If I 
call you ‘saint’ over and over again, you just might begin to believe it.” 
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Vincent C. Caponi
Vincent Caponi serves as the Executive Chairman of the Board of Directors of St. Vincent Health, located in Indianapolis, and the Executive 
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Seton Healthcare Family, located in Austin, Texas. St. Vincent Health and Seton Healthcare Family 
are members of Ascension Health, the nation’s largest Catholic and not-for-profit health care system.
Prior to assuming the Executive Board Chair position in July 2013, Caponi served as CEO of St. Vincent Health for 15 years, and for 
four years as the Ministry Market Leader for Indiana and Wisconsin. During his tenure, Caponi led the integration of critical access 
hospitals: St. John’s Health System in Anderson, the St. Vincent Heart Center of Indiana, St. Vincent Women’s Hospital and St.Vincent 
Medical Group into a comprehensive health network. He also oversaw the addition of the Peyton Manning Children’s Hospital at St. 
Vincent, Seton Specialty Hospital and St. Vincent Hospital Fishers. Caponi led multiple joint ventures, program developments, hospital 
expansions, and affiliations with health providers and community partners.
Prior to joining St. Vincent Health, Caponi served as the President and CEO of St. Vincent’s Hospital in Birmingham, Ala. Earlier in his 
career, he served as the President and CEO of St. Joseph Hospital in Augusta, Ga., and as the President and CEO of United Memorial 
Hospital in Greenville, Mich. He also served as an assistant administrator at the Memorial Hospital in Owasso, Mich.
Caponi holds an honorary doctorate in Business Administration from Marian University, a master’s degree in Health Services Administration 
from Central Michigan, and a Bachelor of Arts from Xavier University. He is on the board of directors of Xavier University, Indiana 
Hospital Association (past chair), the Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra (chair), Central Indiana United Way (past chair), Little Sisters of 
the Poor and Indiana State Chamber of Commerce. He is a past board member of the Boy Scouts of America—Crossroads of America 
Council, Brebeuf Jesuit Preparatory School (past chair), the Indiana Health Forum, the Indiana Health Information Exchange (past chair), 
the American Heart Association—Midwest Affiliate and St. Mary’s College.
Caponi and his wife, Robyn, have been married for 43 years. They have three grown daughters and five grandchildren. 
Kevin W. Fleming
Kevin Fleming, a 1994 psychology graduate, is a senior-level executive with a heart for service and 20 years’ experience in the fields 
of domestic and international community development, education reform, community health, economic development and agriculture 
revitalization. Time and again, he has witnessed the power and positive change that come from creating grassroots, cross-cultural 
opportunities for people from different backgrounds to work alongside one another and what impact these opportunities can have in 
establishing a world with more understanding and economically empowered citizens. Fleming also knows that to accomplish this requires 
organizational leaders who have strong business acumen and who strive for continuous improvements that focus on systemic change. 
Fleming has dedicated himself to working at organizations that value cross-cultural interactions, volunteerism and collaboration and has 
been challenged to design opportunities that cross geographical and language barriers. 
Fleming discovered his passion for mission-driven work while attending Xavier. His career has led him to work at several non-profit 
organizations around the world including Teach for America, Peace Corps-Lesotho, Teach South Africa, Citizen Schools, Operation 
Hope,  the Network For Teaching Entrepreneurship and Last Mile Health, where he helped the organization ramp up operations in 
response to the Ebola epidemic in Liberia last fall. In 2015, he began the job he’d always hoped to achieve—as a Country Director for 
the Peace Corps, which assigned him to Liberia. With a Master’s in Public Policy and Management from the Heinz School at Carnegie 
Mellon University, where he was awarded the Barbara Jenkins Award of Service for his service to the college and for co-founding the 
Tsunami Assistance Project, which built a shelter for children left homeless by the 2004 Tsunami in India, Fleming has prepared himself 
for a career focused on helping others. He describes his life’s work as wanting to manage mission-driven organizations committed to 
providing people with access to information which will allow them to make informed decisions for how they want to live their lives.
Fleming lists one of his proudest accomplishments as winning the 1990 grand champion market hog competition at the Fairfield County 
Fair in Fairfield, Ohio, and attributes being a 10-year member of 4-H for teaching him valuable skills that he’s carried with him throughout 
his career. Above all, Fleming prides himself on staying true to his passion for working at jobs in which he is constantly pushed to find 
new ways of helping others in need, to becoming a better, smarter person and to learning about new cultures, and for traveling and being 
a crazy, eccentric uncle to his three nieces Lauren, Maddie and Morgan, and nephew, Liam.
MAGIS AWARD
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DOCTOR OF PSYCHOLOGY
AUGUST 15, 2014
Ashley Diane Barroquillo
Dissertation: Trajectory of Distress for Bone 
Marrow Transplant In patients  and Validation 
of Jewish Hospital BMTU Distress Screening 
Measures
Advisor: Renee Zucchero, Ph.D. 
Internship Site: Vanderbilt University/ Veteran 
Affairs Medical Center, Nashville, TN
Amanda J. Beeman
Dissertation: The Effectiveness of the Seven 
Challenges Program for Urban Adolescents 
At-Risk for Substance Use Disorders
Advisor: W. Michael Nelson, Ph.D.  
Internship Site: University of Tennessee Health 
Center, Memphis, TN
Nicole Renee Bosse
Dissertation: Detecting Over- and Under-reporting 
of Symptoms on the MAYSI-II: Development of 
a Validity Scale
Advisor: Kathleen Hart, Ph.D.
Internship Site: Wright State University, Dayton, 
OH 
Katherine Marie Butler
Dissertation: Protective Factors that Influence 
College Students Who Have a Parent with a 
Mental Illness
Advisor: Sue Kenford, Ph.D. 
Internship Site: Central Alabama Veterans Affairs 
Medical Center, Tuskegee, AL
Melanie Marie Castillo
Dissertation: Metacognitive Beliefs, Emotion 
Regulation Strategies, and Predisposition to 
Auditory Hallucinations in College Students
Advisor: Kathleen Hart, Ph.D.  
Internship Site: Nebraska Internship Consortium, 
Lincoln, NE 
Samantha Cook
Dissertation: An Examination of the Executive 
Functioning of Juvenile Offenders
Advisor: Kathleen Hart, Ph.D.
Internship Site: Child and Adolescent Behavior 
Health Center, Canton, OH 
Alexandra Faith Gee
Dissertation: Proximity to Sport-Related Goals and 
Alcohol Consumption by Student Athletes
Advisor: Susan Kenford, Ph.D. 
Internship Site: Tulane University School of 
Medicine, New Orleans, LA 
Kelly Marie Isaacs Cloes
Dissertation: Functional Impairment in Children 
with Tourette Syndrome: Parent and Child 
Agreement
Advisor: Kathleen Hart, Ph.D. 
Internship Site: Wright State University, Dayton, 
OH 
Lauren Cerk Jost
Dissertation: Role of Age and Cognitive Abilities 
in Knowledge of Life-Sustaining Treatments 
and Treatment Preferences
Advisor: Cynthia Dulaney, Ph.D.  
Internship Site: Veterans Affairs Medical Center, 
Pittsburgh, PA 
Rachel Mara Juran
Dissertation: The Relationship between Perceived 
Thought Control Ability, Mindfulness, and 
Anxiety
Advisor: Cynthia Dulaney, Ph.D.  
Internship Site: Louis Stokes Veterans Affairs 
Medical Center, Cleveland, OH 
Kati J. Klitzke
Dissertation: Relationship of Defendant 
Characteristics to Attainment of Court-Related 
Skills in a Juvenile Sample
Advisor: Kathleen Hart, Ph.D. 
Internship Site: Minnesota State Operated 
Forensic Services, St. Peter, MN  
Jessica Ann Vordenberg
Dissertation: Laterality Effects in Anterior 
Stroke: Brixton Spatial Anticipation Test and 
Functional Outcomes
Advisor: John Barrett, Ph.D.  
Internship Site: Veterans Affairs Medical Center, 
St. Louis, MO  
Lindsey Ann Ohler
Dissertation: Adjective Pairings with Female Body 
Shapes
Advisor: Janet R. Schultz, Ph.D. 
Internship Site: Temple University, Philadelphia, 
PA  
Patricia Jane Smithmyer
Dissertation: Validation of the Executive Function 
Index
Advisor: John Barrett, Ph.D.
Internship Site: Veterans Affairs Illiana Health 
Care System, Danville, IL  
Diana Jessie Tieger
Dissertation: The Relationship Between Risk 
Assessment, Criminal Charge, and Disposition 
Determination in Juvenile Offenders
Advisor: Kathleen Hart, Ph.D. 
Internship Site: North Shore/Zucker Hillside, Glen 
Oaks, NY  
MAY 8, 2015
Bailey Christina Bryant
Dissertation: Examining a Jail Re-Entry Program: 
The Role of Employment in Recidivism
Advisor: Kathleen Hart, Ph.D.
Internship Site: Colorado Mental Health Institute, 
Denver, CO 
Jessica Lynn Chiu
Dissertation: Picky Eating Behaviors in Adults: 
Understanding the Impairment in Areas of 
Functioning
Advisor: Christine Dacey, Ph.D. 
Internship Site: Carson Center for Adults and 
Families, Westfield, MA
Jordan Michael Harrison
Dissertation: Longitudinal Health-Related Quality 
of Life in Children with Newly-Diagnosed 
Epilepsy: Identifying Predictors and Assessing 
Meaningful Change Over Time
Advisor: Janet R. Schultz, Ph.D.  
Internship Site: Oregon State University, Corvalis, 
OR
David Michael Kelly
Dissertation: Redefining the Role of Team 
Performance in the Team Identification-Social 
Psychological Health Model
Advisor: Christian End, Ph.D.  
Internship Site: Southlake Community Mental 
Health Center, Merrillville, IN
Katherine McRee Lauch
Dissertation: Predictors of Treatment Completion 
and Recidivism Among  Intimate Partner 
Violence Offenders
Advisor: Kathleen Hart, Ph.D.   
Internship Site: Talbert House, Cincinnati, OH
Jennifer Elizabeth Rood
Dissertation: Examining Perceived Stigma of 
Children with Newly-Diagnosed Epilepsy and 
Their Caregivers over a Two-Year Period
Advisor: Janet R. Schultz, Ph.D.  
Internship Site: Nationwide Children’s Hospital, 
Columbus, OH 
Melissa Alice Maxwell Switzer
Dissertation: The Effects of Implicit Racial-Bias on 
Diagnosis and Clinical Judgment with Arab 
Clients
Advisor: Anna Ghee, Ph.D.  
Internship Site: Central Texas Veterans Affairs 
Medical Center, Temple, TX
Ryan Robert Wagner
Dissertation: The Relationships Among Flow, 
Passion, and Problematic Internet Use
Advisor: Nicholas Salsman, Ph.D.
Internship Site: Lindner Center, Cincinnati, OH
Jaclyn Hardesty Williams
Dissertation: The Relationship of Trauma Severity, 
Rumination and Restructured Core Beliefs to 
Post-traumatic Growth
Advisor: Janet R. Schultz, Ph.D.
Internship Site: Jefferson County, KY, Consortium, 
Louisville, KY
Andrea Nicole Winchester
Dissertation: Emotion Dysregulation as a 
Mediator of the Relationship between 
Symptoms of Borderline Personality Disorder 
and Implicit Suicidality
Advisor: Nicholas Salsman, Ph.D.  
Internship Site: Cincinnati Veterans Affairs 
Medical Center, Cincinnati, OH 
THE COLLEGE OF SOCIAL SCIENCES, HEALTH, AND EDUCATION
Sister Nancy Linenkugel, OSF, DM, Interim Dean
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MASTER OF ARTS
AUGUST 15, 2014
Pamela Marie Bitzenhofer
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Ashley Leigh-ann Brown
Psychology
Allison L. Doering
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Zachary Michael Fleming
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Christina Coe Foster
Psychology
Rachel M. Gabbard
Psychology
Laura Ellen Gormas
Psychology
Tracy R. Kaake
Counseling
Amanda L. Keller
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Patricia Ann Koch
Counseling
Joanna Ledford
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Kerri Rene McLaughlin
Counseling
Shannon Laurel Ollier
Psychology
Steven Nielsen Penticuff
Counseling
DECEMBER 19, 2014
Tia Clark
Counseling
Victoria Jeanine Cornell
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Nora Ilene Cummings
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Brandy Elinor Fitzpatrick
Psychology
Bryce William Hansell
Psychology
Patricia Joan Hirt
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Carin T. Ives
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Whitney Suzanne Ohmer
Psychology
Elif Emir Oksuz
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Nicole Marie Sanders
Psychology
Harrison Michael Sibert
Psychology
Desiree Nicole Vick
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Chelsea Kay Wymer
Psychology
MAY 8, 2015
Rokaia Jasmine Allan
Psychology
Rebecca Irene Baker
Psychology
Maria Claire Beebe
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Heather N. Betts
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Eric Daniel Bookmyer
Psychology
Julie Schmitt Brandel
Counseling
Stephanie Nicole Bryant
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Harold Ray Carrier III
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Morgan Brittany Costanza
Psychology
Jacquie Lynn Crooke
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Amy Jo Anne Olsen Davis
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Lorna Elizabeth Douglas
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Tami Rae Fisher
Counseling
Jordan Slabaugh Garber
Psychology
Brianca Claudette Gay
Counseling
Kristen Alice Gerrein
Counseling
Desiree Michelle Gould
Counseling
Desiree Green
Psychology
Marcus Andrew Guenther
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Jessica Anne Hagen
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Nicole Jean Heidelberg
Psychology
Brittany Lee Hensley
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Margaret Ruth Hess
Psychology
Erin Kelli Hodges
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Darcie Lynn Hunter
Counseling
Jessica Mae Johnson
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Leonard Douglas Joseph
Psychology
Kristina Nicole Kontras
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Beth Luwandi Lofstrom
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Hannah Lubman
Psychology
Amy L. Luthanen
Psychology
Kendra Janae Mapp
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
James P. Mason
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Michelle Renae Mens
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Sara Danielle Mermer
Psychology
Stephanie Elizabeth Parazak
Psychology
John Andrew Parlin IV
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Laura Ann Partin
Counseling
Hector David Patrick
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Andrea Perry
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Amanda Brittany Pfeiffer
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Whitney Lynn Pribble
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Gabriela Marie Ramirez
Psychology
Jennifer Elleni Rice
Psychology
Caroline Elizabeth Raun
Counseling
Erin Corrine Robinson
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Kelly Nicole Royal
Counseling
Alison Ryan Scaplen
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Stefanie Lynn Schmidbauer
Psychology
Kayla Janelle Schutte
Counseling
James Donald Stentz
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Delores Veronica Sumter
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Sarah Danica Sweitzer
Psychology
Chava Zemirah Urecki
Psychology
Melanie Rose Yiu Uy
Psychology
Kristen Lorraine Vitale
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Donna Marie Waller
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Kayla Nicole Walters
Psychology
Amanda Mary Warning
Psychology
Kelsey Lynn Waterhouse
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Courtney Wineland
Psychology
Joseph Franklin Wright Jr.
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Ryan Mark Wynn
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Yin Yuen Wong
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
MASTER OF SCIENCE
DECEMBER 19, 2014
Adam Morgan
Criminal Justice
Ashton Lea Tucker
Criminal Justice
THE COLLEGE OF SOCIAL SCIENCES, HEALTH, AND EDUCATION
Sister Nancy Linenkugel, OSF, DM, Interim Dean
MASTER OF ARTS
DECEMBER 19, 2014
Christine Marie Shimrock
Theology
Eric Lee Tate
Theology
MAY 8, 2015
Christopher Keen Barnes
Theology
Nicole Danielle Hosking
English
Sara Elizabeth Mankus
Theology
THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Janice B. Walker, PhD, Dean 
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MAY 8, 2015
Rosanne Katherine Hountz
Criminal Justice
Sara Iona Maratta
Criminal Justice
Jordan David Rodick
Criminal Justice
MASTER OF HEALTH SERVICES 
ADMINISTRATION
AUGUST 15, 2014
Laura Kaye Fox
David Joseph Gaffey
Natalie Marie Mescher
Amanda Nicole Suter
DECEMBER 19, 2014
Autumn M. Farmer
MAY 8, 2015
James D. Baisden
Bethany Jill Bickerton
Sara Bozorg
Anthony B. Campbell
Heather Leigh Cheeseman
Matthew Allan Dressler
Ryan A. Francis
Timothy S. Godbey
Eric D. Harris
Allison Wendel Hermes
Saad Arif Jaka
John Dale Keighley
Jenna Elyse Kelly
Hannah Ruth Kramer
Wesley Julius Kruse
Adam Michael Kushner
Nicolas James Marshall
Blake Paul McCormick
Ryan Bruce Moran
Kaitlyn Emily Myers
Saphir Raissa Eudoxie Niakadie
Heena Parvez
Stephanie Dawn Ramsey
Kelsey Reichert
Hillary Allison Restle
Melissa Marie Savich
Krista M. Starvaggi
Madeline S. Underhill
Whitney Marie Weber
Jon-Michael Williams
Geoffrey Jacob Zimpelman
MASTER OF SCIENCE  
IN NURSING
AUGUST 15, 2014
Cheryl Ann Cieslak
Megan K. Gallo
Jennifer Nicole Moretz
Lori Anne Phelps
Christine Murphy Stoll
Angela Denise Thompson
Dean John Visk
DECEMBER 19, 2014
Nana Yaa Amoakowaa Addo-Boafo
Victoria Lynn Back
Nicole Claire Berndsen
Ashleigh Kristen Biggs-McGee
Kaitlin Brooks
Julie Ann Burke
Madeline Eaton Campbell
Angela Nichol Courtney
Peter Dominic Covino
Ginger A. Davis
Emmanuel P. D’Souza
Marykay Duncan
Felicia Lynn Eichelbrenner
Julie Elfers
Daniel Chick Fombo
Mary Elizabeth Frey
LuAnn Marie Gedeon
Angela Marie Gilkerson
Kari L. Hopfensperger
Nicole Marie Inman
Olivia Nina Jaworek
Zareen A. Khan
Kathi Marie Kramer
Tracy Moore Martin
Kimberly Ruth Masters
Deborah Louise Morse
Jennifer Leigh Mullins
Doris Jean Nelson-Frierson
Annette Kathryn Newkirk
Natalie Anne Nortman
Meredith Anne Reeve
Devin E. Robinson
Heidi Leigh Salyer
Lois B. Siegle
Jennifer Michelle Sorrell
Sarah-Ross Tolin
Julie Ann Westbrook
Christina Marie Wilson
MAY 8, 2015
Anna Phillips Bornstein
Kristin Lucas Boudreaux
Courtney Marie Brockman
Emily Rae Catanzaro
Jacqueline Voet Clippinger
Christina Joy Davison
Mary Elizabeth Doyle
Kelsey Anne Eichner
Darla Gale Flanders-Clark
Crystal Fluker
Sheri Lyn Germain
Olivia Anne Gordon
Rachel Elizabeth Grote
Cheryl Ann Hall
Stephanie Nicole Henry
Hannah Joy Hingl
Rosanne Katherine Hountz
Holly M. Hughes
Morgan Renee Hungler
Stephanie Onyenachi Ibemere
Donald Leon Jones II
Heidi Jost
Lane Bernice Judge
Nora Maureen Leugers
Lindsey Earl LeVeck
Michele LeaAnn Martin
Cindy McAdoo
Sarah Jolene McGrath
Lisa Ann Mosier
Caroline Ayenika Nfon
Amy Teresa Overbeck
Gina Ann Parsley
Jessica Marie Pez
Tammy Potts
Emily Ann Roebker
Charlotte R. Oberton
Starla Michelle Shearer
Caryl Susan Shelton
Vernisha Evon Spencer
Tamara Lynn Terry
Kathleen Lucille Theisen
Kathryn Waller
Nathaniel Augustus Winter
Elizabeth Lynne Zajac
Aaron M. Zietlow
Shantel Megan Zwissler
MASTER OF OCCUPATIONAL 
THERAPY
DECEMBER 19, 2014
Natalie Yvonne Centers
Rachel Leanne Clark
Shannon Therese Dehne
Emily Katherine Dittgen
Emily R. Freytag
Andrea Marie Giovine
Meredith Eileen Goodwin
Rose Caroline Goyette
Megan Therese Hammersmith
Annie Elizabeth Holubeck
Alexa Rae Hughes
Heather Lee Janda
Julie Lynn Krechting
Kyle Murphy Mesrin
Amanda Nicole Milburn
Bethany Lynne Minich
Erin Nicole Mueller
Clare Christine Ogonek
Morgan Nicole Peacock
Sarah Anne Richardson
Toria Lynn Roa
Kellie Lynne Tekulve
Stephanie Alyse Vorherr
Kristin Nicole Walden
Meagan Justine Weber
Emily Constance Wheatley
MAY 8, 2015
Lauren Michelle Becker
Jill Marie Benzinger
Mary Elizabeth Bertsch
Jessica Christine Coyne
Chelsea Louise Crawford
Lindsey Janine Derstadt
Margaret Michele Doerschuk
Elizabeth Anne Dubois
Kristen Leann Galloway
Thomas Peter Geiger
Natalie Michelle Hagee
Jessica Marie Handwerk
Carly Anne Hartman
Brittany Lynne Hicks
Hillary Kathlana Konitsch
Lauren Michelle Krabacher
Lindsey Rochelle Logsdon
Ashley Josephine Luffred
Jessica Ann Luy
Breanna Paige Lynch
Megan Eileen Marks
Alyssa Marie Mikut
Julia Rose Millburg
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Laura Ann Musser
Daniel John O’Malley
Megan Marie O’Malley
Emily Elizabeth Roell
Alexandra Marie Ruhl
Brittany Marie Schmidt
Rachel Bernice Snodgrass
Stephanie Strelnik
Paula Margaret Vogelpohl
Jessica Nicole Weber
Mary Helena Zbacnik
MASTER OF EDUCATION
AUGUST 15, 2014
Kelly Elizabeth Anders
Rebecca Ann Anderson
Emily Ruth Barnard
Lottie Elizabeth Bernard
Thomas W. Blair
Jenna Rae Bland
Andrew Paul Bontrager
Jennifer Mae Brown
Mallory Anne Burchnall
Christy Rebecca Chandler
Carrie F. Collins
Fondrea Cooke
Jane Louise Dankenbring
Zachary R. Davis
Daniel Jeremiah Dery
Timothy Michael Disbennett
David Alan Dixon
Dwayne Aaron DuBois
Christopher Michael Eagan
Joshua Ryan Edwards
Chad Michael Fields
Jonathan Scott Fisher
Eric David Fudge
Lauren Marie Garrett
Sarah Rose Geers
Katherine Dawn Goetz
Ashley Moran Green
Emily Lauren Green
Kara Elena Hanges
Sister Grace Dominic Hargadon O.P.
Daniel Lawrence Haverkamp
Sara Julnes Hayes
Ray Heyob
Sister Gianna Junker O.P.
Beth Ann Kamen
Kelli Lynn Lagemann
Adrienne Michelle Littles
Jayney Carole Litzler
Sister Grace Mary Luc
Kara Alyssia Millennor
Christy L. Miller
Kyle Daniel Monahan
Laura  Morand
Sr. Martin de Porres Murphy O.P.
Amber E. Oney
Philip G. Piech
Madhuri Rawat
Tiffany Marie Rebich
Laurie Marie Reece
Erica Leigh Riblet
Felecia Brown Roberson
Imani L. Rogers
Joseph Peter Roszmann
Zoee Alexandra Rottenberg
Beth Renee Sander
Jill Lynne Scalf
Brielyn Ann Schafer
Lindsey Marie Schatzle
Hayley Christine Schletker
Lara Elizabeth Servis
Michael T. Shaffer
Christopher Bryan Shively
Tricia Dian Singer
Melissa Gail Stacy
Gwen Harpring Stich
Carol Jean Telgkamp
Cathy Ann Venezia
Laura Jean Volz
Isaac Martin Watras
Emily Ann Wolf
DECEMBER 19, 2014
Erik Red Alanson
Lauren Philbrick Brewster
Lora Lee Buchanan
Audrey Lee Bush
Eric John Cameron
Margaret Anne  Conry-Zapp
Jessica Anne Craft
Nicholas Eliot Macrae Davis-Dewey
John Richard Dell
Lacy Lee Domire
Maya Elizabeth Doughman
Yudith Escobar Leon
Deborah Ann Flamm
Marlee Alyce Flanagan
Kristine Anne Frech
Paul R. Fultz Jr.
Melisa L. Greatorex
Kayla Elizabeth Groene
Tyjuan Cedric Hagler
Nicholas James Hartings
Roxanne Adele Herrington
Brittany Anne Holbert
Shou-way Lysa Hou
Lacey Marie Houser
Stephanie Marie Hurley
Courtney Ann Kust
David McCafferty Lewis
Elizabeth Kettman Looney
Sara Montgomery Loving
Christina N. Lovings
Patrick Michael MacIntyre
Amy Louise Malone
Courtney Rae Meikle
Erin Marie Merz
Chelsea Dayle Milligan
Amanda Alita Mirandilla
Bryan Jay Mitchell Jr.
William Thomas Norwell
Denise Maureen DiMartino Pecha
Bryan James Pennix
Siyi Pan Popovich
Jacob Anthony Pucci
James M. Ray
David Michael Reiring
Alison Kathleen Royalty
Kristen Elizabeth Schnell
Devon Renee Schoumacher
Alexandra Lorelle Smith
Eric Charles Thompson
Robby Thompson
Christine Michelle Thorwarth
Elizabeth Mary Ulrich
Laura Waltz
Vinton Ashley Weech
Michael Laron Workman
MAY 8, 2015
Steven L. Abplanalp
James Patrick Alexander
Lisa Elaine Anderson
Dawn Jaymee Attebery
Megan Rose Bailey
Andrea Acciavatti Bartels
Danielle Marie Bateman
Donald Christopher Bittala
Rashad Ali Boggs
Christopher Edward Bruening
Laura Lee Brunton
Brandon Scott Burch
Jeffrey Scott Campbell
Andrea Marie Carovillano
Elizabeth Arnett Carr
John Patrick Chadwell
Hyosun Choi
Deerick Wei Get Chung
Stephanie Allison Cole
Kevin William Conley
Jennifer Marie DePompei
Blake Carson Dowlin
Alexandra Duhl
Bryan Gregory Edwards
Emily Nicole Ferguson
Julie Elizabeth Field
Denelle Leanne Fisher
Anne Grantz Fisk
Cynthia Marie French
Brenda DeAnn Gibson
Laura Merrie Greulich
Michelle Elizabeth Claire Gruesser
Courtney Richard Hadden
Martha Peyton Haley
Lisa Marie Hatton
Ilyanna Hernandez
Megan Flum Hessling
Courtney Tara Hickey
Leah Cathleen Holland
Amy Suzanne Huwel
Joseph Paul Jahnigen
Kelly Christine Joines
Brittany Maria Jones
Teresa Monfreda Jones
Rebecca Ann Jordan
Bijumon Joseph
Sarah Lynn Kilbarger
Molly Elizabeth Klump
Lawrence M. Kozlowski
Jonathan Michael Kramer
Aaron Charles Lehman
Christian James Long
Brooke Catherine Lovely
Molly Catherine Lutts
Mark Patrick Lynch
Cathryn Anne Maga 
Michael Douglas Massa
Jessica Katharin Maupin
Rachel McConnachie
Kimberly Rose McGee
Sarah Elizabeth McKay
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Clifton Lee Miller
Maryam Mofatteh
Nancy Monak
Matthew Ryan Montag
Emily Ruth Morgan
Crystal Myers
Mariam Nasrati
Jeanette Elizabeth O’Gara
Gina Ottlinger
Nicholas William Pace
Victoria Rose Pinciotti
Travis Caine Powell
Nicole Ann Price
Jennifer Marie Reilly
Kevin Theodore Reilly
Herbert Charles Richardson III
Keri Lynn Rizkallah
Justin Lamar Rogers
Gregory Allen Rose
Jessica V. Rostron
Michelle Christine Savage
Molly Elizabeth Sergent
Morgan Brittney Lee Sheppard
Abby Caryl Shoemaker
Mimi Sinclair
Dolores Dulari Smith
Joseph Michael Smolinske
Kelly Michelle Solinsky
Graham Raymond Stephens
Amber Ravonne Stocks
Brendan Stowers
Andrea Angelica Tell Summers
Jared Ryan Thompson
Elyse Marie Tollefson
Amberly Lynn Tullis
Michelle Curtin Weigold
Kathryn M. Welch
Robert Merrick Wheatley
John David Wilmhoff
Kristen Elizabeth Woock
Sunshine Marie Woodard
Michelle Elizabeth Woods
Sara Ashley Wyenandt-Oro
Adam Carl Young
EXECUTIVE MASTER OF 
SCIENCE - HUMAN RESOURCE 
DEVELOPMENT
MAY 8, 2015
Akosua Effa Addo
Meredith Michelle Amyot
Erika Nicole Bailey
Renáe Tyler Banks
Christine Marie Benken
Richard William Black
Marcia Hobson Bowling
Steven Joseph Cahill
David John Donnelly Jr.
Audra Christine Faehr
Jennifer Elizabeth Fishwick
Meni Kisha Gahn Johnson
JeRonda Butler Kelley
John Anthony Kerber
Christopher Michael Klug
Mindi Sue Kuehner
LaVonya Denise Lewis-Humphrey 
Beth Ann Kreider Marchant
Peter Michael McNeely
Sarah Marie Newman
Maggie Evelyn Rimroth
Janeen Katrina Romp
Shannon D. Rutz Case
Kathryn Stevenson Schwieter
Jeffrey Lynn Shaver
Teresa Ann Theetge
Janice Marie Wilkins
Blair Stefani Wolkoff
THE WILLIAMS COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
Brian D. Till, PhD, Dean
MASTER OF BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION
AUGUST 15, 2014
Mohammed Khalifah Abukhamis
Bassam Abu-Nabah
Jennifer Deprez Alban
Mazen Ibrahem Alqasem
Musaed Saleh Alsuhaibani
Mark William Aseltine
Matthew Oscar Baer
John Albert Banfield
Adam Craig Barrus
Jonathan Phillip Bauer
Michael Andrew Bauer
Elizabeth H. Bavis
Michelle Elizabeth Beck
Danielle Nicole Belgiovane
Andrea Alicia Berry
Natasha Rumpke Bishop
Jared Keith Bowman
Christopher Ryan Bray
Andrew H. Brendamour
Andrea Christine Brockman
Michael  Brown
Hazel Cash
Robert Scott Cetrulo
Vijay Muthiah Chettiar
Patrick Robert Coogan
Melissa Kaye Davis
Bri-anne Deaver
Michael James DeCock
Dale Travis Demaree
Jill Leigh Dirheimer
Breeana Nicole Dixon
Sayaka Nakatsuji Dominguez
Bryan Joseph Driskell
Maureen Mikaela DuBois
Devan Mallori Durrett
Benjamin Morgan Evans
Nicole Ann Feaster
Daniel Scott Feldman
Rebecca Dawn Field
Joseph E. Fuerst
Victoria Morrissey Fyda
Lisa Michele Geiss
Gennadi Gevorgyan
Shadia Georgette Haddad
Linda Sue Hall-Tudor
Nawapan Hamontree
Denise Jan Hayes
Micah R. Hazelip
Justin Dean Hively
Patrick Benjamin Holley
Melissa A. Holthaus
Joshua Michael Keller
Marc Edward Kemen
John Rossos Kladakis
James Michael Kostka
Scott Alan Kramer
John Krehbiel Jr.
Katherine Elizabeth Lackey
Courtland D. Laws
Zachary Nathan Lawson
Kuang-kai Liu
Brian Thomas Lonneman
Jonathan Paul Lyons
Anirban Maiti
Christopher Scott Martin
Victoria Andrea Masny
Lindsay Virginia Maurer
Jeffery Kyle McCalla
Bradley James McConnachie
Josiah McDonald
Daniel Patrick Mecher
Ian Disbrow Meiksins
David Daniel Miller
Brandon Scott Mills
Bryan Matthew Morell
Aaron Lee Morris
Adam James Morris
Taylor William Murphy
Laura Colleen Nash
Eva Grace Nellenbach
Cody Thomas Nesbitt
Michael David Nusbaum
Reema Paranthan
Margaret Lauren Powers
Rammy Randy Rawas
William Dennis Redman
Timothy David Reilly
Pamela Lynne Rogers
Benjamin Michael Rosensweet
Justin James Rumao
Sarah Elizabeth Sanders
Lauren Marie Santoianni
Kyle Jacob Schafer
Jonathan Charles Schroer
Michelle Seiler
Brandie Leigh Shorte
Ryan Joseph Smart
Adeyemi Oluwaseun Sobowale
Melanie Kathryn Spurrier
Theresa Anne Stille
Kristin Sue Streety
James Franklin Taylor
Matthew ReeseThomas
Francis Joseph Trascritti
Yusmeri Trejo Useche
Karen Michelle Vorholt
William Brandon Walsh
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Kyle Evan Weber
Anna Marie Welsh
Kent Nikolaus Wessels
Daniel Lee Wheeler II
Jessica Michelle Williamson
Ronald James Winkler
Dimitri Yatsenko
Lisa Nichole Yunger
Matthew Zawalich
Daniel J. Zerhusen
Allen Anthony Zernich
DECEMBER 19, 2014
Katharine Montecillo Abadilla Burke
Michael Robert Addington
Jason Max Ballas
Elizabeth C. Barnes
Michael David Bauer
Jeremy Richard Berlin
Duan S.C. Broughton
Katie E. Brown
Logan Gray Burchett
Bethany Ann Carson
James Ryan Casey
Jeffrey Chan
Grace Esther Chang
Wissal Charef
Timothy L. Coss
Christopher Carl Creatura
Robert David Crum III
Branden Edward Carl Cultice
Christina Michelle Cultice
Jeffrey Allen Daniel
Brandon Kyle Daush
Kyle Kristopher Dearduff
Elizabeth Ashley Dorr
David Jay Drachman Jr.
Vinay Augustine D’Souza
John Peter Enzweiler
John B. Espy
Anthony William Evans
Joel Benton Farmer
Garrett Donald Ferrara
Alexander Fuller
Kyle Raymond Furnish
Theresa Lynn Galie
Falah Nasser Garoot
Henry Hayes Geer
Jeffrey Michael Grau
Karim Ibrahim Hamdoun
Christopher William Hart
Douglas Joseph Haycock
Brian Christopher Heim
Katherine Rose Heineman
Robert S. Heuerman
Gabriela Hobbs
Charles Lynn Hoffman
Andrew James Horn
Jared Jaffar
Anisha K. Jindal
Evan Michael Johanson
Emily D. Kassem
Joshua Matthew Kehrt
Robert Karl Kennedy
Timothy Kollar
Trevor Michael Kramer
Austin Robert Kummer
Amy Lynn Lammers
Timothy John Lana
Rui Liu
Shao-Tseng Liu
Michael Edward Luallen
Andrew Clement Luken
Mridula Manohar
Benjamin Richard Matthews
Leshawn J. Mayo
Emily Rose McLaughlin
Mary Elizabeth Myers
Sikarin Nakbutsri
Catherine Lian Ong Nelson
Barkha Dilip Patel
Benjamyn Jordan Patrick
Alana Marie Pevets
Andrea Soledad Phelps
Megan Joan Plassman
Thomas Lester Pugh Jr.
Rachel Quinlan-Waters
Patrick Shay Quinn
Lindsey Marie Ringhand
Matthew Joseph Robillard
Henry Bartlett Schmidt
Brian Michael Schumpp
Allister Allan Sears
Grant Steven Sharp
Gaurav K. Srivastava
Huiqing You Stanley
Zachary James Stein
Victoria Stipick
Tyler P. Stovall
Tiffany Marie Topper
Lee Thomas Vaughn
Richard L. Vollman Jr.
Phillip Alexander Wade
Blair Nicole Walsh
Jason Bryan Watson
Brad Michael Werwick
Amanda Louise Wilken
Jason Elbert Wilkerson
Brian Douglas Wong
Steven Zhu
MAY 8, 2015
Melissa Marie Albrecht
Justin Michael Atkins
Mykha Doan Balek
Patrick Robert Barker
Andrew Gene Bathiany
Judson Michael Bauman
Mark Allen Bennett
Sean Cody Besselman
Jacob Bert Boyce
Danielle Buob
Christopher Joseph Burgbacher
Anthony B. Campbell
Richard Canelas
Heather Leigh Cheeseman
Samantha M. Compton
Thomas H. Consbruck
Sean R. Copenhaver
Candice Nicole Crowley
Eric Patrick Czarniecki
William Reid Danford Jr.
Brian. Dean
Elliot Christopher Dilger
Zhifeng Dong
Craig James Downs
Lindsey Elisabeth Downs
Suzanne Doyle-Conover
Emily Ann Drew
Andrew Durket
Nathan F. Eckstein
Mark Andrew Fedders
John Paul Feighery
Jonathan William Feldkamp
Brian D. Fitzgerald
Allyson Marie Gerdeman
Elie Daoud Gerges
Amanda Lee-Anne Golsch
Alberto Enrique Gomez
Elizabeth Catherine Grady
Kevin Michael Grote
Joseph Anthony Hackett
Nathan C. Hatfield
Pegah Hazrati
Andrew Jonathan Hess
Michelle Leann Hill
Naaman Wayne Hodge
Saad Arif Jaka
Amy Lynn Johnson
Nathaniel Lavelle Johnson
Nicole Marie Jolley
Sydney Catherine Jones
Julie Allison Kerr
Erin Kathleen King
Lisa Marie Krass
Leah Register Krauss
Spencer Thomas Kupper
Andrea Louise Larsgaard
Lindsay Lingle
Ricardo Lopez
Harini Sukumar Madugula
Marcin Malecki
Richard James Mason
Molly Anne McCarrick
Christina Kathleen McGuire
Justin Thomas Menke
Zarinah Amatullah Mitchell
Nathan Michael Mollohan
Brittany Montgomery
Armando Naugusty Demetri Peter Moss Sr.
Hecia Kimuli Enoch Mpanga
Randy A. Myers
Achyut Naik
Rebecca Madelyn Olson
Dhruv J. Patel
Jarred W. Payne
Laura Suzanne Peck
Gregory Francis Plachecki
Markies M. L. Porter
Tanya Quraishi
Ryan Austin Reckman
Chad M. Rimsky
James Andrew Roebker
Jeffrey Thomas Rogers Jr.
Bryan Michael Rollo
Bradley N. Rose
Todd Harrison Rudasill
Nicholas H. Ryan
Ty David Sampson
Frank Nicholas Sanfilippo
N. Michael Schafer
Ryan David Schneider
Adam Joseph Schroeder
Katherine Hying Schwehm
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Rishi Narendra Shah
Anithapriya Shanmugam
Benjamin R. Siegel
Jeanette Simpson
Ryan C. Smolik
John Lancaster Spurrier
Carey Davis Sumner
Andrea Swinicki
Sunil Srichand Talreja
Wendy Sue Teufel
Linh Vu
Blake R. Williams
Shirita Shantae Williams
Matthew Ashbrook Willis
Tyler Ryan Wilson
Joshua Andrew Winterberger
Elisa Leanne Super Worrall
Stacey Lauren Wronkowski
David Andrew Young
Michael Austin Zola
EXECUTIVE MASTER OF 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
MAY 8, 2015
William Kenneth Grace
Joshua Thomas Hannah
Papa Abe Mbow
Brian Patrick McKenna
Daniel Santacruz Moreno
Thomas Daniel Schwieterman
Marc Christopher Starks
James Edmund Willcox
Honorable Nathaniel R. Jones
The Honorable Nathaniel R. Jones earned his A.B. and L.L.B. from Youngstown State University after service in the United States Army 
Air Corps in World War II. He was admitted to the Ohio Bar in 1957.
From 1956 to 1959, Jones was Executive Director of the Fair Employment Practices Commission of the City of Youngstown, where 
he was born and raised. He then began private practice and was appointed Assistant United States Attorney for the Northern District 
of Ohio in Cleveland. In 1967 he served as Assistant General Counsel to President Johnson’s National Advisory Commission on Civil 
Disorders, also known as the Kerner Commission. Jones served as general counsel of the NAACP from 1969 to 1979, at which time 
President Carter announced his appointment to the United States Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit. 
Following retirement from the Court of Appeals in 2002, Jones assumed the Of Counsel position with Blank Rome LLP, serving as the 
firm’s first Chief Diversity and Inclusion Officer from 2006-2011. Currently, Jones is honorary co-chair and director of the National 
Underground Railroad Freedom Center after serving as co-chair until its opening in 2004. Among other activities, he is a member of 
the KnowledgeWorks Foundation Board of Trustees and director emeritus of the Cincinnati Youth Collaborative. Jones has also taught 
at law schools throughout the country and is the recipient of 19 honorary degrees.  
An internationally renowned civil rights activist, Jones played an important role in furthering the abolition of apartheid in South Africa. 
The drafters of South Africa’s new constitution and laws consulted him, and he conferred with Nelson Mandela upon Mandela’s release 
from 27 years of imprisonment.
Jones has authored numerous articles and papers and has been the recipient of many honors and awards, including most recently having 
the Nathaniel R. Jones American Inn of Court chartered in Youngstown, Ohio. Other more recent honors include the Governor’s 
Humanitarian Award from the Ohio Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Holiday Commission, the Changing the Odds Award from the Children’s 
Defense Fund, induction into the Ohio Civil Rights Hall of Fame, The American Lawyer’s Lifetime Achievement Award, the Thurgood 
Marshall Scholarship Fund Award of Excellence and the Ohio Bar Medal from the Ohio State Bar Association. In 2003, the United States 
Congress passed H.J.Res.2, officially naming the Nathaniel R. Jones Federal Building and United States Courthouse in Youngstown, Ohio.
Jones was married for 36 years to the late Lillian Hawthorne Jones. He has four children and six grandchildren.
ST. FRANCIS XAVIER MEDAL
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Xavier University is an academic community committed to equal opportunity for all persons regardless of age, sex, race, religion, handicap or national origin.
Produced by Xavier University’s University Communications.
The names and honors of the graduates listed are the purposes of this program and do not represent a final certification of graduation.
Xavier was founded in 1831 by Bishop Edward Dominic Fenwick, O.P., pioneer Catholic bishop of Ohio, as the first Catholic institution 
of higher learning in the Northwest Territory.
Known as the Athenaeum, the college’s first building in downtown Cincinnati, was largely financed by European Catholics and particularly 
by Catholic citizens of Vienna. The first class numbered 60 students. From its beginning, the school was dedicated to the patronage 
of St. Francis Xavier. The Athenaeum attracted students from as far away as New Orleans, Mexico and Central America, and its educational 
quality drew many local Protestant students.
At the invitation of Bishop John Purcell of Cincinnati, the Society of Jesus (Jesuits) assumed control of the institution in 1840, ensuring 
a steady source of faculty. Under John A. Elet, S.J., the first Jesuit president, the institution was renamed St. Xavier College.
Xavier offered its first evening classes in 1841 and summer courses were introduced in 1914, thus beginning a tradition of serving the 
unique needs and schedules of professionals and aspiring professionals in the Cincinnati community.
In 1920, the college moved to its present site in Avondale, and in 1930 was renamed Xavier University, reflecting its growth and complexity. 
While women had been attending Xavier’s evening college since its early years, Xavier’s undergraduate “day” college became coeducational 
in 1969. In 1980 Xavier acquired the Edgecliff College programs and integrated them with those at Xavier, and by 1987 Edgecliff faculty, 
staff and students were moved onto the Xavier campus.
Xavier’s growth in over a century and a half since its founding reflects its origins as a teaching institution which soundly prepares students 
for careers or graduate study or both. A Xavier education, particularly at the undergraduate level, is marked by the emphasis on liberal arts 
learning contained in Xavier’s core curriculum. Equally important in the Xavier tradition is the synthesis of human, cultural and ethical 
values; concern and respect for people; and an appreciation of the worth and dignity of the self and others.
The College of Arts and Sciences, Xavier’s oldest college, enrolls approximately 1,830 undergraduate and 30 graduate students, and accepts the 
primary responsibility for the liberal arts education of all Xavier undergraduates. The Williams College of Business enrolls 1,197 undergraduates 
and 516 MBA students, and is dedicated to preparing business students for positions of responsibility and leadership. The College of Social 
Sciences, Health, and Education enrolls 1,437 undergraduate and 1,359 graduate students in specialized areas of human services.
Xavier has been an innovator in graduate education, establishing, for example, the first graduate program in Montessori education in the 
United States. Its graduate programs in education have produced the second highest number of school administrators in the state of Ohio. 
Xavier’s graduate program in health services administration is a recognized innovator in the field. The Executive MBA Program, the 
Health Services Administration Program and the Executive Master of Human Resource Development educate upper level managers, 
professionals and executives while they maintain their current positions in their respective organizations. The Department of Psychology 
offers a master’s degree with specializations in General Experimental and Industrial/Organizational. While some of these graduates 
continue their education, many assume responsible positions in corporate America. The Doctor of Psychology (Psy.D.) Program holds 
the distinction of being the first doctoral program at Xavier.
XAVIER’S HERITAGE 
COUNTRIES REPRESENTED BY 2015 GRADUATES
Columbia
France
India
Japan
Kenya
Republic of Congo
Saudi Arabia
South Korea
Taiwan
The Bahamas
Uganda
United States of America
Vietnam
THE MACE
The mace symbolizes the legal and chartered authority of Xavier University. It is brought into the gathering immediately before the 
President. Historically, the mace was a war club. In the Middle Ages it was carried by a bodyguard to defend a person of authority. 
Today, its purpose is strictly ceremonial and carried by the Grand Marshal. During the ceremony the mace rests at the front of the 
stage in its holder.
A mace is a custom-made piece of art and sometimes crafted from relics of the university. It can be decorated with gems and precious 
metals, sometimes in the official university colors. The Xavier University mace was designed and crafted by Bernard Schmidt, Professor 
Emeritus, of the department of art.
